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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to characterize the proble
multiple levels of abstraction in simulation modeling a
to develop an approach that addresses the problem. I
paper, we describe the notion of abstraction and 
technical problems associated with multiple levels 
abstraction, how abstractions affect different activi
during the simulation modeling process, a prelimin
approach for addressing the problems associated 
multiple levels of abstraction, the conceptual architec
of a simulation modeling environment that implements 
proposed approach, and a summary of the researc
questions of abstraction in simulation.

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The phenomenon of multiple levels of abstraction
simulation modeling has been documented (Law 
Kelton, 1991; Pegden et. al., 1990; Curry et. al., 19
Pritsker, 1986).  These authors note the importanc
choosing, based on the simulation goals, the approp
level of detail to include in a simulation model.  They 
not, however, address the problems associated with m
development at multiple levels of abstraction, or 
problems associated with the integration of legacy mo
at different levels of abstraction.  The authors also fa
develop methods and techniques that address the pro
associated with multiple levels of abstraction.  More rec
research in the areas of distributed simulation and the 
Level Architecture (HLA) initiative have focused attenti
on some of these problems.  However, the focus of t
efforts has largely been on selecting appropr
federations based on accuracy/fidelity considerat
(Nouragas and Watts, 1997; Foster and Yelmgren, 199

(Benjamin et. al., 1993) outlines our prelimina
efforts for providing knowledge-based support 
simulation modeling, including a heuristic approach
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selecting appropriate levels of abstraction.  Using th
efforts as a foundation, this paper characterizes the bro
problem of abstractions in simulation modeling, outlines
initial approach to addressing these problems, and br
sketches an architecture that may be used to implemen
outlined approach.  The architecture enhances 
Knowledge-Based Simulation Engine (KBSE) reported
the authors in (Erraguntla, et. al, 1994).  The origi
research that led to the KBSE was partially supported
the NSF (KBSI, 1994a); partial support for the wo
presented here comes from the NASA Small Busin
Innovation Research (SBIR) program through the Kenn
Space Center (KBSI, 1996).

2 THE PROBLEM OF MULTIPLE LEVELS OF
ABSTRACTION

By their very nature, models are developed at some lev
abstraction and from some perspective.  This sec
describes the notion of “multiple levels of abstraction”
modeling in general, and, in particular, with regard 
simulation modeling.  The level of abstraction of a model
determines the amount of information that is contained
the model.  The quantity of information in a mod
decreases with the levels of abstraction.  Thus a “low le
abstraction” model contains more information than a “h
level abstraction” model. Because the term “quantity
information” is used in a subjective fashion, we w
provide an example to illustrate the concept.

Figure 1 shows the concept of modeling abstract
Model M transforms Input I to Output O.  A decompositi
of M into M1, M2, and M3 shows a detailing of input 
output transformations that is hidden at the more abs
level.  Thus, I1, I2, and I3 are transformed by M1, M2, a
M3 to O1, O2, and O3, respectively, at the “lower” level
modeling abstraction.  This shows how the quantity
information contained at the lower level is more than at 
higher levels.  Therefore, it is convenient to think 
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abstractions as a mechanism to selectively “hi
information.

M1

M2

M3
I3

I2

I1

O2

O3
O1

M
I O

Abstract

Detailed

Figure 1. Abstractions in Modeling

The concepts of abstraction and perspective are
different, although there is a strong relationship betw
them.  We use the term perspective to refer to 
mechanism that determines what set of model informa
is relevant to (and, therefore, needs to become an exp
part of a model) a given modeling goal.  Abstraction le
decisions are (as are other modeling decisions) perspe
dependent but these determine the quantity of informa
that needs to be associated with a model.  T
abstractions determine detail (quantity of information) and
perspectives determine relevance.  As should be eviden
the two are strongly coupled notions.

Establishing the level of abstraction is an import
conceptual step in simulation modeling and is often d
early in the model development life cycle.  The choice
the “correct” level of abstraction is not always an easy 
and often requires significant trial and error.  A go
modeling heuristic is to select the highest level 
abstraction that will adequately address mode
objectives.  Thus, for example, to determine the utiliza
of fork-lift trucks in a factory, it may not be necessary
model the manufacturing operations at a micro (deta
level; it may be adequate to simply treat ea
manufacturing step as a unit task that takes a given am
of time and that requires a given set of resources.  If, o
other hand, the modeling goal is to determine 
distribution of time that the manufacturing operat
resources reside in different states (such as “Waiting
Parts,” “Waiting for Set Up,” “Busy,” “Waiting for
Repair,” etc.), then we need to develop a relatively f
grained model of each manufacturing operation.  Once
abstraction-level decision has been made, howeve
significantly influences many other aspects of 
simulation modeling life cycle.  Moreover, in situatio
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where previously developed (legacy) models must b
integrated and harmonized for purposes quite differen
from their original use, the phenomenon of multiple level
of abstractions gives rise to several additional technic
challenges.

The technical problems associated with simulation
modeling and simulation can be grouped into fou
categories:

1. Determining the correct level of abstraction.
Determining the correct level of abstraction refers to
selecting the quantum of information that must be include
in the model to help address the modeling goals.  Thus, 
an enterprise simulation-modeling context, determining th
abstraction level involves answering questions such a
“Should the model be constructed at the enterprise leve
department level, or at the detailed task level within a su
function of a department?”

2. Decomposition/Dis-aggregation.  Decomposition or
Dis-aggregation refers to the conceptual task of taking 
model artifact/concept at some level of abstraction an
developing a set of modeling artifacts/concepts that conta
more information about the model.  As we’ve discusse
earlier, a decomposition always produces a model th
contains a greater amount of information.  Decompositio
may be applied to different kinds of model artifacts and
concepts including modeling goals, performance metric
activities, and objects.  In addition, decomposition ofte
entails data collection and knowledge acquisition.  Fo
example, to develop a detailing of the activity “Make
Coffee” described earlier, one may need to interview th
set of people who make coffee on a regular basi
determine how they make coffee, and then structure th
results.

3. Roll-up/Aggregation.  Roll-up or aggregation refers to
the conceptual task of processing a set of modelin
artifacts/concepts at some level of abstraction an
generating a set of “higher level” modeling
artifacts/concepts that are useful for decision making.  Th
aggregated model artifacts contain a smaller quantity 
information and often manifest themselves as a summa
of the information contained at the lower level of
abstraction.  In addition, roll-up and aggregation often
involve data and information transformation.  For example
the Weight attribute of a ship may be computed by
summing the values of the weights of the componen
subsystems of the ship.  Similarly, the average Duration
attribute of “Make Coffee” may be computed by adding the
average durations of the sub activities “Prepare Coffe
Pot,” “Add Coffee Powder,” “Add Water,” “Activate
Brewing,” and “Pour Coffee.”

4. Integration/Harmonization. Refers to the concept task
of performing the needed changes to ensure that two 
more different models or model fragments work togethe
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properly.  The problem is critical in situations where a
attempt is made to re-use and integrate legacy models 
a simulation model development effort.  For exampl
suppose that a joint task force (Army, Navy, and A
Force) simulation model needs to be developed.  Ea
entity has a large number of existing simulation mode
created for previous missions and the task entails that th
models be leveraged and modified in developing t
federation.  Researchers from KBSI have developed 
ontology-driven approach to the problem of integratin
multiple enterprise simulation developed using standa
modeling languages (Tissot and Crump, 1998).  Howev
this approach does not address the problem of multi
levels of abstraction during model integration.

3 SOLUTION APPROACH

This section describes our approach to addressing 
multiple-abstraction level problems described in th
preceding sections.  We begin by summarizing t
technical problem and then describe our approach 
addressing this problem.

3.1 Determining the Appropriate Level of Abstraction
for Simulation Model Integration

One of the issues that needs to be addressed in integra
legacy simulation models is selecting the appropriate le
of abstraction in each legacy model.  Consider the lega
models shown in Figure 2.

A 1 A 2

A 12A 11 A 22A 21

A 122A 121

B 1

B 12B 11 B 13

B 122B 121

Figure 2. Selection of Appropriate Level of Abstraction fo
Integration

Assume that the two legacy models, A and B, need to 
integrated.  However, these two legacy models may ha
been developed independently and at different levels 
abstraction.  Thus, it might be more appropriate to integr
the top-level of Model A with the second level of Model B
Even within an individual model, it might be necessary 
selectively decompose certain activities, in order to mod
them in more detail.  Hence, selecting the appropriate le
of abstraction in each model becomes an important issu
the integration of legacy simulation models.  This secti
details some heuristics that can be used to prov
knowledge-based assistance to this problem.

The approach outlined here extends the origin
approach presented in (Erraguntla et. al., 1994) to integr
393
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multiple legacy models.  Our approach also accommoda
objects at multiple levels of abstraction, which was n
supported before.  Our philosophy for determining t
appropriate level of abstraction can be summarized 
follows:

1. If the user has any preferences concerning mixing a
matching levels of abstraction, the simulatio
modeling system must accommodate the
preferences.  In this case, if any mismatches 
noticed between the abstraction levels chosen by 
user, the system will notify the user and will allow th
user to resolve the mismatches.

2. Alternately, the modeling system will provide
automated support for determining the appropria
levels of abstraction to integrate.  The syste
determines the appropriate levels to integrate based
the goals of the simulation.  A preliminary simulatio
model is created by integrating the different models
the highest level of abstraction.  This initial simulatio
model is executed and analyzed.  Selected portions
the integrated model are decomposed and the proc
is repeated until the entire simulation model is more
less at the same level of abstraction.  A heuristic 
determining the appropriate level of abstraction bas
on this philosophy is detailed below.

3.1.1 Heuristic for Determining the Appropriate level of
Abstraction

Our heuristic to determine the appropriate level 
abstraction contains the following steps.

Step I: Integrate legacy models at the top-most level.

Step II: Objects in different legacy models might be 
different levels of abstraction.  For these objec
apply the heuristics described in Section 3.1.1.1
ensure object abstraction consistency.

Step III :Execute the preliminary simulation model an
observe the simulation results.

Step IV:The processes in the different legacy models m
be at different levels of abstraction.  Based on t
results of model execution, determine whether t
different processes are at a consistent level 
abstraction (Section 3.1.1.2).  If proces
consistency is achieved, the procedure 
terminated.  Otherwise, a subset of the proces
is decomposed.  Process decomposition mig
again introduce object abstraction inconsistenci
In this case, the Step II procedure is repeated.
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3.1.1.1 Achieving Object Abstraction Consistency

Objects residing in different legacy simulation mode
could also be at different levels of abstraction.  In order
integrate legacy simulation models it is necessary to ch
that all the models refer to the objects at the same leve
granularity.  Our approach to ensuring object consistenc
based on knowledge about two kinds of obje
relationships:  Part-Of, and Sub-Kind-Of  (Figure 3).  Pa
Of is used to represent the relationship between an ob
and its constituent parts.  For example, two Programm
and a System Analyst might be Part-Of the Softwa
Development Team.  The Sub-Kind-Of relation is used
represent the generalization/specialization relationsh
between objects.  For example, “General Purpose Mill
Machine” and “Special Purpose Milling Machine” migh
both be Sub-Kind-Of the object “Milling Machine.”

Milling Machine

General Purpose
Milling Machine

Special Purpose
Milling Machine

Part-Of Sub-Kind-Of

Software Development
Team

Programmer System Analyst

Qty 
= 

2 Q
ty = 1

Figure 3.  Object Abstractions

Different simulation modules that need to b
integrated might have objects represented at differ
levels of abstraction.  For example, a legacy simulat
model might refer to the object “Software Developme
Team.”  Some other legacy model might refer to “Softwa
Development Team” by its constituent part
“Programmers” and “System Analyst.”  Similarly, 
simulation model might refer to “Milling Machines,” while
another simulation model might individuate the machin
by their type:  “General Purpose Milling Machine” an
“Special Purpose Milling Machine.”

Detecting and resolving such differences in obje
abstraction modeling will become an issue if the differe
simulation models need to be integrated.  Our appro
uses the IDEF5 ontology-based object hierarchy to cap
relationships between objects and to detect/reso
mismatches in legacy simulation models (KBSI,1994b).
the object abstraction is based on a Part-Of relat
consistency is achieved by replacing the object with 
constituent parts.  In our example, “Software Developm
Team” is replaced by two “Programmers” and a “Syste
Analyst.”  On the other hand, if the object abstraction
based on the Sub-Kind-Of relation, then the speciali
object type is replaced by its more general object ty
That is, “General Purpose Milling Machine” and “Spec
Purpose Milling Machine” will be replaced by the mo
generic “Milling Machine.”  These examples illustrate ho
object consistency between multi-abstraction simulat
39
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models is achieved using a replacement strategy based
the Part-Of and the Sub-Kind-Of relationships.

3.1.1.2 Achieving Process Abstraction Consistency

The processes (behaviors) in different legacy models mi
also be at different levels of abstraction.  Heurist
presented in Section 3.1.1.1 will likely eliminate obje
abstraction inconsistencies.  However, the presence
process abstraction inconsistencies might also prevent t
realization of simulation modeling goals.  A gener
guiding principle is to represent processes havi
maximum impact on the current simulation goals in grea
detail and to represent other processes at higher level
abstraction.  The heuristic detailed below is based on t
simulation modeling principle.

1. Integrate and run the models at the current level 
modeling abstraction.

2. Determine the abstraction parameter for the current
modeling goal.  An abstraction parameter is a
parameter that provides a basis to decide whether
not to decompose a process.  It is our experience t
for most manufacturing goals, time or cost could b
used as the abstraction parameter.

3. Before running the simulation, apportion the
abstraction parameter to each process.  For exampl
the goal of the simulation is related to processing tim
then the abstraction parameter might be the process
time.  Thus, the time the entity spends in the system
apportioned to each of the process steps.

4. Suppose that there are five process steps in 
simulation model.  Ideally, each of these process
should have roughly 20% of the abstraction parame
apportioned.  If any process step has a high proport
of the abstraction parameter apportioned to it (say 40
instead of the expected 20%), it indicates that, w
respect to the current goals of the simulation, th
process step is modeled at a higher level of abstrac
than other process steps in the model.  Decompos
this process step, if possible, will facilitate capture, 
more detail, those portions of the model that ha
maximum impact on achieving the goal.  Hence, in t
next iteration, decompositions of such process ste
are included in the model.

5. Suppose that, as a result of applying th
decomposition strategy, there are eight process step
the integrated model in the next iteration.  At th
stage, we expect each of the process steps to h
roughly 12.5% of the abstraction parameter.  If not, t
decomposition procedure in Step 4 is repeated 
selected process steps in the model.  Otherwise (t
is, when the abstraction parameter values are nearly
equal), we have achieved process abstract
consistency.
4
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3.1.2  Variations to the Heuristic

The heuristic presented in Section 3.1.1 (and detailed
Sections 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2) prescribes how to determ
the top-most abstraction levels in different models that c
be integrated.  For example, it can be used to determ
that Level 1 of Model 1 is at the same abstraction lev
with Level 2 of Model 2 and, consequently, should b
integrated.  However, depending upon on the goals of 
simulation and available time and budget, the mode
might like to develop the integrated model in more deta
For example, the modeler may want to use Level 2 
Model 1 and would like to determine the matching leve
in other models.  In such cases, the user can selectiv
decompose one or more models to the required level
abstraction and use the heuristic to determine the match
levels in other models.

3.2 Consistency of Information Between Different
Abstraction Levels

In some simulation models, the different abstraction leve
were developed from different perspectives and, hen
will have different information content.  These difference
may not arise only because of the abstraction a
aggregation of objects and processes, but also due to
omission of detail and the degree of approximatio
Consequently, it is not only allowable, but may also b
desirable, to have different information content in differen
abstraction levels.  Yet, even after accounting for t
differences between different perspectives, information 
the different abstraction levels may still remai
inconsistent with each other.  This is especially true in
collaborative modeling environment, where models 
different abstraction levels are developed by differe
modelers.  For example, an activity might have be
modeled to require a mean time of 10 days in o
abstraction, and its constituent sub-activities might ha
been modeled to require a total of 15 days in a lower le
of abstraction.

Based on the goals of the modeling, some situatio
may warrant and legitimize these discrepancies, where
in other situations the two levels of abstraction might 
considered inconsistent.  In this section, we discu
consistency between different levels of abstraction a
describe heuristic mechanisms to detect su
inconsistencies.

3.2.1  Process Duration Consistency

Consider the situation in which activities are represented
multiple levels of abstraction (Figure 4).  The duration 
an activity and its constituent sub-activities could b
different in different levels of abstraction.  For exampl
the actual duration to execute an activity at run time mig
395
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be affected by the resource requirements and reso
availabilities; these requirements and availabilities co
differ at different levels of abstraction.  To determine t
consistency of temporal information between t
abstraction levels it is necessary to think of the tempo
estimates as either optimistic or pessimistic.

A1

Duration = Normal (10, 2)

A13

Duration = Normal (7, 1)

A12

Duration = Normal (4, 2)

A11

Duration = Expo(8) &

Figure 4.  Process Duration Consistency

Based on the modeling goals and perspectives
might be necessary for the time taken to execute an act
at a higher level of abstraction be greater than the t
taken to execute its sub-activities at the lower level 
abstraction.  In this situation, we say that the higher leve
a pessimistic estimate of the temporal information at 
lower levels of abstraction.  This paradigm is especia
useful in top-down planning and design domains, wh
planners develop plans at a particular level and hand it o
to sub-ordinate personnel for detailing.  Planning person
who use plans at higher levels of abstraction might 
satisfied as long as the detailed plan meets the constr
imposed by the higher level plan.  Similarly, based 
modeling goals, it might be necessary that the tempo
information at the higher level is an optimistic estimate 
the temporal information at lower levels (that is, th
duration at higher levels is smaller than the duration
lower levels).

Once the nature of temporal consistency requireme
is identified between two abstraction levels, the issue
one of determining whether the two levels meet tho
consistency requirements.  We have developed two ki
of mechanisms for determining consistency:  1) 
activation-based method, and 2) an average-based me
In both the methods, the different levels of abstraction 
executed with identical entity arrivals.  In activation-bas
consistency, processing times of every entity in the t
levels are compared.  For example, the consiste
requirement could be that Level 1 be an optimistic estim
of Level 2.  That is, the duration should be smaller in Le
1 than in Level 2.  If, in a particular activation, th
processing time of an entity is greater in Level 1 than 
processing time of the corresponding entity in Level 
then the two levels are considered to be inconsistent. 
the other hand, in an average-based determination, 
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average processing times are compared instead of 
individual processing times.

Note that the notion of consistency presented abov
(as well as other notions of consistency presented belo
are not absolute but are instead based on specific mo
parameters such as entity arrival rates, resourc
availabilities, etc.  Two abstraction levels, consistent in on
situation, might turn out to be inconsistent with differen
entity arrivals or resource availabilities.  So, in testing fo
consistency, these factors should be set to their appropri
levels based on the current modeling goals.  Also, note th
the measure focuses on whether durations in one level 
shorter/longer than the other level.  No attempt is made 
quantify the degree of closeness.

3.2.2  Object Consistency

With respect to objects, two types of consistency betwee
different abstraction levels can be defined: 1) objec
definition consistency, and 2) object use specificatio
consistency.  Object definition consistency is concerne
with whether objects specified in different levels of
abstraction, after accounting for the differences i
perspective, are in a consistent state.  Object u
specification consistency evaluates whether the usa
(duration and utilization) of objects at different levels are
consistent.

Object Definition Consistency:
In general, objects occurring in different levels of
abstraction could be different.  However, the difference
should be based on certain valid modeling guidelines.  Th
following list contains the types of differences betwee
abstraction levels we consider to be acceptable a
mandated by the different perspectives.

1. Omission:  A higher abstraction level might omit an
object that occurs in a lower level of detail.  However
if there is an object at a higher level of abstractio
which is not represented in any form at a lower leve
we highlight the difference to the user as a potentia
source of inconsistency.

2. Aggregation:  A higher level model might aggregate
objects occurring at a lower level based on the Part-O
relation (Section 3.1.1.1).  For every aggregate obje
occurring at a higher level process, one or mor
constituent parts of the object must be used in th
process decomposition.  Otherwise, we highlight th
difference as a potential source of inconsistency
Also, even though it might be acceptable for lowe
abstraction level to aggregate objects occurring i
higher abstraction levels, we nonetheless highligh
such object occurrences as potential sources 
inconsistency.
sent
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3. Substitution:  A higher level model can use gene
object substitutes occurring at lower levels 
abstraction.  Such substitution can be based on
Sub-Kind-Of relation (Section 3.1.1.1).  If an obje
occurs at a high level of abstraction, and, if the sa
object, its constituent parts, or its sub-kind (that is,
specialization) do not occur at a lower level, 
highlight the difference as a potential source 
inconsistency.

The IDEF5 ontology modeling methodology (KBS
1994b) is used to capture these kinds of relations
between objects and to test and validate object defin
consistency between different abstraction levels.

Object Use Specification Consistency:

Just as with process duration consistency, object 
specification consistency can be determined at 
activation level or at the average level.  In activation ba
consistency, the same entity arrivals are simulated u
the different abstraction levels.  For every activation (en
flow), whether the time interval of usage of an entity a
lower level is a sub-set of the time interval of the usag
either the entity or its aggregate or its substitute at
higher level is closely checked.  Comparisons are not m
if an object is omitted at higher levels of abstracti
Alternately, the user can specify that the consiste
required is the time interval of an object use at the lo
level when this time interval is a superset of the ti
interval of the use of the equivalent object at the hig
level.

Consistency checks could be performed for 
average of all the activations instead of checking for e
activation.  In average based checking, utilizations 
compared instead of time intervals.  Note also that th
consistency checks are dependent on the entity arrival 
and the resource schedules.  During consistency chec
these factors should be set to levels appropriate for 
intended use.

3.3 Data Aggregation

Sometimes it might be necessary to design or ru
simulation model at a particular level of abstraction, 
present results at a higher level of abstraction.  This c
happen when simulation model users are at different le
in an organization hierarchy.  Instead of running simula
models at multiple levels, it would be more economica
run simulation models at the lowest abstraction user le
roll-up or aggregate the information, and then present
aggregated information at higher levels.  We h
developed two kinds of mechanisms to perform d
aggregation:  1) qualitative and 2) quantitative.  F
quantitative roll-ups, the simulation model 
designed/executed at the lower level of abstraction 
heuristics are designed to aggregate and pre
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information at higher levels of abstraction.  These da
aggregation heuristics are average based.

The qualitative heuristics are used mainly during th
conceptual and detailed simulation model design phase
a simulation development effort.  Qualitative aggregatio
mechanisms are typically used to determine estimates
minimum, maximum, and expected values of paramete
A more detailed description of these qualitativ
aggregation heuristics is given in (Benjamin et. al., 199
KBSI, 1997).

4 KNOWLEDGE-BASED SIMULATION ENGINE
ARCHITECTURE

This section outlines the elements of an architecture t
implements the multi-abstraction mechanisms described
Section 3.  This architecture is part of a mor
comprehensive architecture for knowledge bas
simulation called the Knowledge based Simulation Engi
(KBSE) (Erraguntla et. al., 1994).  Previou
implementations of KBSE provided knowledge-base
support for simulation model generation starting from 
description of modeling goals and structured syste
descriptions (KBSI, 1994a).  KBSE provides knowledg
based assistance for system description capture, g
capture, boundary determination, goal decompositio
abstraction level determination, and executable simulat
model generation.  The authors are currently refining t
Abstraction Level Determination module of KBSE base
on the concepts presented in this paper.  A detai
description of a previous version of KBSE is given i
(Erraguntla, et., al., 1994).  The KBSE modifications th
implement mechanisms to support multi-abstraction lev
simulation model development are shown in Figure 5.

Simulation models at multiple levels of abstraction ca
be generated using the Simulation Model Generator.  T
Simulation Model Generator contains KBSE modules th
assist in the automatic generation of executable simulat
models from structured system descriptions and a set
modeling goals.  These modules communicate with t
Consistency Validator and the Data Aggregator f
addressing issues arising out of multiple levels 
abstraction.
this
s
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Figure 5. KBSE Components for Multi-Abstraction
Modeling

The Consistency Validator checks for consistenc
between different levels of abstraction in a simulatio
model, as detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.  The Da
Aggregator is used to roll-up data from the simulatio
designs or simulation executions at low levels o
abstraction and present this information/data for users
higher levels of abstraction.  Integrated simulation mode
can also be developed by integrating legacy models us
the Model Integrator.  The Model Integrator makes use 
the Abstraction Level Matcher to determine the appropria
levels to integrate in the legacy models (Section 3.1).  T
Model Integrator also maintains two way communicatio
with the Data Aggregator and with the Consistenc
Validator.  The Data Aggregator, the Consistenc
Validator, and the Abstraction Level Matcher make use 
an IDEF5-based object-relational repository to manage t
dependencies between the different objects and proces
in the simulation model.

5 SUMMARY

This paper described:  1) a characterization of the proble
of multiple levels of abstraction associated with simulatio
modeling, 2) an approach that addresses a subset of th
problems, and 3) an architecture that implements t
approach.  The work described here addresses 
important, albeit poorly addressed, problem associat
with simulation model development.  The approac
described in the paper has the potential to produ
significant productivity gains to the simulation modeling
process.  We hope that the new concepts presented in 
paper will trigger additional research initiatives in thi
important and technically challenging area.
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